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ALICE IN WONDERLAND 
A Synopsis of the Story 

by Lewis Carroll 
 
Chapter One – Down the Rabbit Hole: Alice is feeling 
bored and drowsy while sitting on the riverbank with her 
older sister, who is reading a book with no pictures or 
conversations. She then notices a White Rabbit wearing 
a waistcoat and pocket watch, talking to itself as it runs 
past. She follows it down a rabbit hole, but suddenly falls 
a long way into a curious hall with many locked doors of 
all sizes. She finds a small key to a door too small for her 
to fit through, but through it she sees an attractive 
garden. She then discovers a bottle on a table labeled 
"DRINK ME", the contents of which cause her to shrink 
too small to reach the key, which she has left on the 
table. She eats a cake with "EAT ME" written on it in 
currants as the chapter closes. 

Chapter Two – The Pool of Tears: Chapter Two opens with Alice’s growing to such a 
tremendous size that her head hits the ceiling. Alice is unhappy and, as she cries, her tears 
flood the hallway. After shrinking down again due to a fan she had picked up, Alice swims 
through her own tears and meets a Mouse, who is swimming as well. She tries to make small 
talk with him in elementary French (thinking he may be a French mouse) but her opening effort 
"Où est ma chatte?" ("Where is my cat?") offends the mouse and he tries to escape her. 
Chapter Three – The Caucus Race and a Long Tale: The sea of tears becomes crowded 
with other animals and birds that have been swept away by the rising waters. Alice and the 
other animals meet on the bank and the question among them is how to get dry again. The 
Mouse gives them a very dry lecture on William the Conqueror. A Dodo decides that the best 
thing to dry them off would be a Caucus Race, which consists of everyone running in a circle 
with no clear winner. Alice eventually frightens all the animals away, unwittingly, by talking 
about her (moderately ferocious) cat. 
Chapter Four – The Rabbit Sends a Little Bill: The White Rabbit appears again in search of 
the Duchess's gloves and fan. Mistaking her for his maidservant, Mary Ann, he orders Alice to 
go into the house and retrieve them, but once she gets inside she starts growing. The horrified 
Rabbit orders his gardener, Bill the Lizard, to climb on the roof and go down the chimney. 
Outside, Alice hears the voices of animals that have gathered to gawk at her giant arm. The 
crowd hurls pebbles at her, which turn into little cakes. Alice eats them, and they make her 
smaller again. 
Chapter Five – Advice from a Caterpillar: Alice comes upon a mushroom; sitting on it is a 
blue Caterpillar smoking a hookah pipe. The Caterpillar questions Alice and she admits to her 
current identity crisis, compounded by her inability to remember a poem. Before crawling 
away, the Caterpillar tells Alice that one side of the mushroom will make her taller and the 
other side will make her shorter. She breaks off two pieces from the mushroom. One side 
makes her shrink smaller than ever, while another causes her neck to grow high into the trees, 
where a pigeon mistakes her for a serpent. With some effort, Alice brings herself back to her 
normal height. She stumbles upon a small estate and uses the mushroom to reach a more 
appropriate height. 
Chapter Six – Pig and Pepper: A Fish-Footman has an invitation for the Duchess of the 
house, which he delivers to a Frog-Footman. Alice observes this transaction and, after a 
perplexing conversation with the frog, lets herself into the house. The Duchess's Cook is 
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throwing dishes and making a soup that has too much pepper, which causes Alice, the 
Duchess, and her baby (but not the cook or grinning Cheshire Cat to sneeze violently. Alice is 
given the baby by the Duchess and to her surprise, the baby turns into a pig. The Cheshire Cat 
appears in a tree, directing her to the March Hare’s house. He disappears, but his grin remains 
behind to float on its own in the air, prompting Alice to remark that she has often seen a cat 
without a grin but never a grin without a cat. 
Chapter Seven – A Mad Tea-Party: Alice becomes a guest at a "mad" tea party along with 
the March Hare, Mad Hatter, and the Dormouse ,who falls asleep frequently, only to be 
violently woken up moments later by the March Hare and the Hatter. The characters give Alice 
many riddles and stories, including the famous "Why is a raven like a writing desk?" The Hatter 
reveals that they have tea all day because Time has punished him by eternally standing still at 
6 pm (tea time). Alice becomes insulted and tired of being bombarded with riddles and she 
leaves, claiming that it was the stupidest tea party that she had ever been to. 
Chapter Eight – The Queen's Croquet Ground: Alice leaves the tea party and enters the 
garden, where she comes upon three living playing cards painting the white roses on a rose 
tree red because The Queen of Hearts hates white roses. A procession of more cards, kings 
and queens and even the White Rabbit enters the garden. Alice then meets the King and 
Queen. The Queen, a figure difficult to please, introduces her trademark phrase "Off with his 
head!", which she utters at the slightest dissatisfaction with a subject. Alice is invited (or some 
might say ordered) to play a game of croquet with the Queen and the rest of her subjects, but 
the game quickly descends into chaos. Live flamingos are used as mallets and hedgehogs as 
balls, and Alice once again meets the Cheshire Cat. The Queen of Hearts then orders the Cat 
to be beheaded, only to have her executioner complain that this is impossible since the head is 
all that can be seen of him. Because the cat belongs to the Duchess, the Queen is prompted to 
release the Duchess from prison to resolve the matter. 
Chapter Nine – The Mock Turtle's Story: The Duchess is brought to the croquet ground at 
Alice's request. She ruminates on finding morals in everything around her. The Queen of 
Hearts dismisses her with the threat of execution, and she introduces Alice to the Gryphon, 
who takes her to the Mock Turtle. The Mock Turtle is very sad, even though he has no cause 
for sorrow. He tries to tell his story about how he used to be a real turtle in school, which the 
Gryphon interrupts so that they can play a game. 
Chapter Ten – Lobster Quadrille: The Mock Turtle and the Gryphon dance to the Lobster 
Quadrille, while Alice recites (rather incorrectly) “'Tis the Voice of the Lobster". The Mock 
Turtle sings them "Beautiful Soup" during which the Gryphon drags Alice away for an 
impending trial. 
Chapter Eleven – Who Stole the Tarts?: Alice attends a trial in which the Knave of Hearts is 
accused of stealing the Queen's tarts. The jury is composed of various animals; the White 
Rabbit is the court's trumpeter; and the judge is the King of Hearts. During the proceedings, 
Alice finds that she is steadily growing larger. The Dormouse scolds Alice and tells her she has 
no right to grow at such a rapid pace and take up all the air. Alice scoffs and calls the 
Dormouse's accusation ridiculous because everyone grows and she cannot help it. Meanwhile, 
witnesses at the trial include the Hatter, who displeases and frustrates the King through his 
indirect answers to the questioning, and the Duchess's cook. 
Chapter Twelve – Alice's Evidence: Alice is then called up as a witness. She accidentally 
knocks over the jury box with the animals inside, and the King orders the animals to be placed 
back into their seats before the trial continues. The King and Queen order Alice to be gone, 
citing Rule 42 ("All persons more than a mile high to leave the court"), but Alice disputes their 
judgment and refuses to leave. She argues with the King and Queen of Hearts over the 
ridiculous proceedings, eventually refusing to hold her tongue. The Queen shouts her familiar 
"Off with her head!" but Alice is unafraid, calling them out as just a pack of cards, just as they 
start to swarm over her. Alice's sister wakes her up from a dream, brushing what turns out to 
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be some leaves, and not a shower of playing cards, from Alice's face. Alice leaves her sister 
on the bank to imagine all the curious happenings for herself. (Reprinted from Wikipedia) 
 
 

THE AUTHOR 
 

. 
 

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland was written by an English 
author who used the pen name of Lewis Carroll.  His real name 
was Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, and he lived from 1832-1898. 
He was an enthusiastic reader from childhood and received an 
excellent education which included Oxford University. He was a 
brilliant scholar, but a shy young man troubled by a stammer and 
ill health.  He published Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland in 
1865, after creating the story for young Alice Liddell, a daughter of 
friends.  The book became a huge success, and Carroll became a 
part of London’s artistic elite.  In 1871, he published a sequel, 
Alice Through the Looking Glass. His other work included being a 
photographer, mathematician, a church deacon, and an inventor. 
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QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT? 
 

ALICE IN WONDERLAND 

 
 

1. What do you think was in the bottle and the cake that made Alice grow smaller, then 
larger?  Or how do you explain what happens? 
 

2. Why do her tears seem like a large pool to her? 
 

3. Why do the animals throw stones at Alice and mock her? 
 

4. What advice does the Caterpillar give Alice?  Do you think it is good advice and why or 
why not? 
 

5. What is so strange about the Cheshire Cat? And the Mad Hatter, Dormouse, and March 
Hare? Can you describe what each of these looks like? How do they each make fun of 
human behavior? 

 
6. Why is the Queen of Hearts so mean? Why does she want to behead the Knave of 

Hearts just because he ate her pastries? 
 

7. Do you think Alice is brave to stand up to the Queen of Hearts? 
 

8. What makes Alice wake up?  When she does, how does she explain all that has 
happened to her? 

 
9. Many of the characters and things they say seem like nonsense, especially to Alice, 

who has been brought up in the very strict, prim tradition of Victorian England.   How 
does Alice react to this nonsense? 

 
10. What lessons do you think Lewis Carroll wanted children to learn from this story? 
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THE MUSICAL VERSION 

by Marc Robin and Curt Dale Clark 
 

Marc Robin and Curt Dale Clark have written the book (the play), music, and lyrics for their 
own versions of Sleeping Beauty and Alice in Wonderland. They retell the story for a present-
day combining song, dance, costumes, and scenery with the story to make an hour-long 
magical live musical theatre experience.  Here’s what they do with the original fairytales: 
 
 

ALICE IN WONDERLAND 
 

The musical tells the story of Alice’s strange fantasy 
voyage to Wonderland, “a place where magic fills the air,” 
and introduces the audience to many of the fanciful 
characters from Lewis Carroll’s novel.  You will meet 
talking animals, the Mad Hatter and his bizarre tea party 
companions, the curious Cheshire Cat and watch-
carrying White Rabbit, Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum, 
as well as a wise Caterpillar, and a lovely Sunflower. 
Alice stumbles upon a weird croquet game where 
flamingos are the sticks and hedgehogs as balls, and she 
meets the angry Queen of Hearts, who is planning to 
behead the Knave of Hearts who stole her tarts. A trial 
begins and things get “curiouser and more curiouser,” as 

Alice finds herself being accused.  She is saved only by waking from the nightmare. Finding 
herself once again in a lovely garden, she takes the advice of Sunflower who tells her 
Wonderland is her imagination – part of her fantasy.  Her adventures have all been a dream.  
But a very colorful and exciting one after all!  
 

 
THE CHARACTERS 

 
Alice – a young girl living in Victorian England 
 
Margaret, Queen of Hearts – the bossy ruler of the Kingdom of Hearts who beheads anyone 
who annoys her 
 
The Knave of Hearts – a member of the Queen’s court, who mistakenly eats some tarts 
intended for the Queen, who puts him on trial and wants to behead him for his “theft.” 
 
The White Rabbit – a talking, watch-carrying large white rabbit whom Alice follows and falls 
down the rabbit hole and into the magical realm of Wonderland. 
 
The Mad Hatter – a strange man who seems stuck in time, holding an endless tea party with 
his equally odd friends, the sleepy Dormouse, and the March Hare. 
 
Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum – a pair of oddly matched twins who mirror each other’s 
words and actions 
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Jabberwocky – A fierce, hideous creature with claws and wings, which the Knave of Hearts 
kills 
 
The Cheshire Cat- a huge cat who mysteriously vanishes leaving behind only his talking grin. 
 
The Caterpillar – a wise creature who counsels Alice that “growing up is all a part of life,” no 
matter how odd or difficult it may all seem. 
 
The Sunflower – a large talking plant who beams with happiness and explains to the 
awakened Alice the meaning of her dream. 

 
 

THE SONGS 
 
 
Wonderland  is sung by Alice as she marvels at this strange new magical world in which she 
finds herself – a place where “nonsense fills the air,” and “flowers walk and cats and 
caterpillars talk,” and “nothing is as it seems” – a world of new imaginative possibilities. 
 
Late is sung by the White Rabbit at the opening of the show as he hurries about his tasks in 
the service of the Queen of Hearts; he meets Alice as he bemoans his tardiness and she 
follows him down into his rabbit hole which is where her adventures begin. 
 
Part of Life  The Caterpillar Song – is a catchy tune in which the giant creature offers Alice 
some advice about taking life in stride and realizing that all her adventures are “all a part of 
life”- all the “craziness, laziness, ups and downs and turn arounds.”  She tells Alice that 
growing up isn’t easy, but  “You take what you are given, make the best of it, conquer your 
fears.”  
 
Jabberwocky The Cheshire Cat sings this nonsense verse based on Lewis Carroll’s own 
rhymes and warns about the dangers of the Jabberwocky. 
 
Nonsense The Mad Hatter and March Hare engage in some delightful nonsense verse at their 
tea party.  They say that nonsense means whatever you want it to, just like something in a 
dream. 
 
Proper Introductions is a comic duet for Tweedledee and Tweedledum about how to shake 
hands and greet people properly. 
 
In Command is sung by the Queen of Hearts, who angrily orders to her men to follow her 
orders and behead the Knave of Hearts for stealing the tarts. 
 
Have Mercy is the Knave of Hearts’ desperate plea to the Queen to spare his life and forgive 
him for thinking the tarts were intended for him. 
 
Trial Hoedown The White Rabbit lead the company in organizing the trial of the Knave of 
Hearts. 
 
First Witness The Mad Hatter and the March Hare testify that they saw the Knave of Hearts 
eating so he must be guilty. 
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Second Witness  Tweedledee and Tweedledum testify that the Knave LOOKS guilty, though 
they never saw him commit the crime. 
 
What’s the Verdict  The Queen of Hearts is impatient for a decision; she wants to find the 
Knave guilty and get on with a game of croquet. 
 
Final Plea  The Knave of Hearts makes one more plea for her mercy. 
 
End Testimony  This is an ensemble sung by six characters, each repeating what they said at 
the trial before the audience is asked to decide the verdict. 
 
Open Up Your Eyes is sung by the Sunflower to Alice as she awakens from her dream. The 
flower tells Alice that “Wonderland is just your imagination…it’s “only a fabrication” of Alice’s 
vivid imagination, and all the strange characters exist only because she has imagined them. 
 
Farewell Hoedown This lively finale says goodbye to the audience. 
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THE CREATORS 

 

 
Marc Robin and Curt Dale Clark are the creators of the musical versions of Sleeping Beauty 
and Alice and Wonderland. Together they have written the book (or story and dialogue), the 
music, and the lyrics of the songs for these two musicals and thirteen others. Marc Robin is 
also a well-known theatre director and choreographer, actor, dancer, and singer and now 
heads up the Fulton Theatre in Lancaster, PA. Curt Dale Clark is an actor, singer, dancer, and 
director, and with his managing partner, Stephanie Dupal, he is in charge of Maine State Music 
Theatre right here in Brunswick. Marc and Curt believe that it is very important to introduce 
Young Audiences like yourselves to live theatre because these shows open a whole world of 
imagination and creativity to you.  They hope you will enjoy this little taste of the longer 
productions and come to Maine State Music Theatre next summer to see the complete shows 
with all the costumes, lights, and beautiful sets, the dancing and the music, performed by 
fantastic actors and musicians 
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LINKS 
 

If you want to learn more about this two fairytale in its story and musical forms, here is a list of 
reading and internet resources you can check out: 
 
 

ON THE WEB 
 

About the Original Fairytale 
http://www.the-office.com/bedtime-story/classics-alice-1.htm The Lewis Carroll book online 
with full color illustrations 
 
http://www.henry4school.fr/Literature/litt4.htm  A page with the original Alice story, games, 
quizzes, and activities 
 
 
About Robin & Clark Musicals 
www.robinandclarkmusicals.com     A complete list of all their works with summaries, 
photographs, song lists, audio, and video clips, and comments from the press 
 
https://youtu.be/UkSTN4-WAhI    Short You Tube video of Sleeping Beauty at the Marriott 
Lincolnshire Theatre 
 
https://youtu.be/eKqhp0RZFcQ     Short You Tube video of Alice in Wonderland at the Marriott 
Lincolnshire Theatre 
 
 

FOR YOU TO READ 
 

Here are some suggested reading materials to help you enjoy this program more.  Many of 
these books or audio-visual materials are available at the Curtis Memorial Library. 
 
ALICE IN WONDERLAND  

 
1. Carroll, Lewis, Alice in Wonderland & Through the Looking Glass 

 
2. Alice in Wonderland (Disney) DVD 
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ACTIVITIES 

 
Tell the Performers What You Think 
Discussion Questions after the Performance 
 

1. How is the experience of watching the musical version of this story different from 
the experience of reading it? 

 
2. When you read the story, you have to use the writer’s words to imagine the 

people and places being described.  In the musical, how does the production 
help you imagine these things? 

 
3. What’s different in the story of Alice in Wonderland in the musical version? 

 
4. In Alice in Wonderland, there are fantastic animals and flowers which talk and 

sing and dance? Do you think animals can talk in their own way in real life?  Give 
an example. Did you think the Jabberwocky was scary? 

 
5. The Caterpillar in Alice in Wonderland gives Alice some very wise advice about 

growing up.  What do you think she means when she says that “It’s all a part of 
life”? 

 
6. In Alice in Wonderland, the heroine needs to be awakened from a dream.  What 

does this story tell us about the power of our dreams and imaginations? 
 

7. What character(s) did you like best?  Which song?  
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LET’S PLAY MAD LIBS  
 
The leader asks the group to call out specific kinds of words – nouns (names of people, places,things), 
adjectives (descriptive words), verbs (action words), adverbs (words that tell us how, when or why), 
exclamation (short emotional expression).  The leader fills in the blanks in the story with these new 
words and then reads it back to the group.  The results are usually very funny!  Enjoy the game with 
this selection from Alice in Wonderland. 
A PLACE WHERE NONSENSE FILLS THE AIR 
 
Alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the ___________(noun), and of having nothing to do: once 
or twice she had ______________(verb) the book her sister was reading, but it had no pictures or 
______________(noun) in it, `and what is the use of a book,’ thought Alice `without pictures or conversation?’ So she 
was considering in her own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel very_____________(adjective), 
whether the pleasure of making a daisy-chain would be worth the trouble of getting up and picking the daisies, when 
suddenly a White Rabbit with ____________(adjective) eyes ran close by her. There was nothing so VERY remarkable in 
that; nor did Alice think it so VERY much out of the way to hear the Rabbit say to itself, `________________! 
(exclamation) I shall be late!’ (when she thought it over afterwards, it occurred to her that she ought to have wondered at 
this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); but when the Rabbit actually TOOK A ____________(noun) OUT OF 
ITS______________(noun), and looked at it, and then _________(verb) on, Alice started to her feet, for it flashed 
across her mind that she had never before seen a _________(noun) with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out 
of it, and burning with curiosity, she _________ (verb) across the field after it, and fortunately was just in time to see it pop 
down a large rabbit-hole under the__________ (noun). 
 
In another moment down went Alice after it, never once considering how in the world she was to get out again. The rabbit-
hole went straight on like a ___________(noun) for some way, and then dipped suddenly down, so suddenly that Alice 
had not a moment to think about stopping herself before she found herself ____________ing (verb) down a very deep 
well. Either the well was very deep, or she fell very___________(adverb), for she had plenty of time as she went down to 
look about her and to wonder what was going to happen next. First, she tried to look down and make out what she was 
coming to, but it was too __________ (adjective) to see anything; then she looked at the ____________(noun), and 
noticed that they were filled with ________________(noun); here and there she saw _____________(noun) hung 
upon pegs. She took down a jar from one of the shelves as she passed; it was labeled ___________(noun), but to her 
great disappointment it was___________(adjective): she did not like to drop the jar for fear of killing somebody, so 
managed to put it into one of the ______________(noun) as she _________ (verb) past it. 
`_________!’ (exclamation) thought Alice to herself, `after such a fall as this, I shall think nothing of tumbling down stairs! 
How ___________(adjective) they’ll all think me at home! Down, down, __________(adverb). Would the fall never come 
to a(n) _________________(noun)? 
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LET’S DRAW AND WRITE 
 

1. On a separate sheet of paper, write your own fairytale.  Try to include as many of 
these elements are you can: magical skills, fantasy characters, spells and curses, good 
and wicked deeds, journeys, self-discovery, and a moral at the end of the tale. You can 
use traditional lines like “Once upon a time” and “They lived happily ever after” or you 
can change some of these the way Marc and Curt do in their musical versions. 

 
2. Fairytales often take place in strange and wonderful places.  Alice imagines a 

wonderland of unusual sights, colors, characters. Draw a picture of one of these places 
or characters from the stories you’ve been exploring: 
 

• The Cheshire Cat in the tree 
• Big Alice and tiny Alice 

 
3. Color the lovely original drawing made by MSMT’s Jen Blackstone, which you will 

find at the back of this booklet.  You can make then as fantastical as you like. 
 

 
 
We want to see what you create, so send us your stories and art work. We will collect some of 
these into a booklet to display at the library and post some of the pictures and writing on 
MSMT’s Facebook page.  
 
Here’s how to send: 

• Mail them to Olivia Wenner at Maine State Music Theatre, 22 Elm St., Brunswick, 
ME 04011 or 

• Email your writing or a picture of your drawing to Olivia at promotions@msmt.org 
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SEND US YOUR COMMENTS 

 
Let us know what you thought of this program by filling out the survey below and returning it to 
Olivia Wenner at Maine State Music Theatre, 22 Elm St., Brunswick, ME 04011 or by 
replying in an email to Olivia at promotions@msmt.org. We hope to be able to continue to 
bring you similar programs, so your thoughts and comments are very important to us!  Thanks 
for taking the time! 
 
 
FOR CHILDREN 

1. On a scale of 1 to 10, how entertaining did you find ALICE IN WONDERLAND? 
2. What did you like best about the presentation? 
3. What is the most important lesson you took away from these stories and this 

program? 
4. Did the program make you want to be in a play yourself? 
5. What other stories and musicals would you like to explore in future programs? 

(Some possibilities include: Aladdin, Beauty and the Beast, Cinderella, Jack and the 
Beanstalk, The Little Mermaid, Peter Pan, Pinocchio, The Princess and the Pea, 
Treasure Island, Snow White.) 

 
 
FOR ADULTS 

1. On a scale of 1 to 10, how entertaining and educational did you find ALICE IN 
WONDERLAND? 

2. What did you like best about the presentation?  
3. What is the most important lesson your child took away from these stories and this 

program? 
4. Did the program make you want to bring your child(ren) the Young Audiences 

productions this summer? 
5. What other stories and musicals would you like to explore in future programs? 

(Some possibilities include: Aladdin, Beauty and the Beast, Cinderella, Jack and the 
Beanstalk, The Little Mermaid, Peter Pan, Pinocchio, The Princess and the Pea, 
Treasure Island, Snow White.) 

6. How useful were the printed materials for your child? 
7. Please offer us any other suggestions or thoughts you may have. 

 
 
 
 
 
NAME:      AGE: (optional) 
 
CONTACT INFORMATION (optional) 
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